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2005: Hedgehopping of Moldovan economy 
Galina Selari, Anatol Gudim 
 
While adapting to the “independence” and the market, already has been six years in a 
row (2000 – 2005) when Moldovan economy started show signs of growth, but 
neither government, nor business or population have any confidence in its 
sustainability. 
 
Why is it so? The answer lies in the results of the year 2005 and paradoxes of 
economic growth during the post-crisis period as a whole. 
  
So, for the first time in the new Moldova’s history, the Government - in complete 
concordance with the President and the Parliament - worked for whole electorate 
cycle and was mandated for the new 4-year term. It is our 10
th
 government since 1990 
and it is important that, as President V. Voronin put it, “the current Government did 
not come to an empty place, as it was in 2001. The ground for fruitful work has been 
paved.”[1] What is more, the Tarlev-2-Government has a quite considerable package 
of mid-term strategies in reserve, including Strategy of Economic Growth and Poverty 
Reduction (2004 – 2006) and Action Plan Republic of Moldova – European Union 
(2005 – 2007). These documents are still considered as the Government’s declarations 
of intentions to realize structural reforms in a very broad range of directions. One 
could expect though that, if these intentions are realized (and transposed to the scale 
of EBRD ratings), our country could notably advance along the way of creating 
reliable prerequisites for sustainable economic growth. For the time being results of 
reforms in the Moldovan economy are unconvincing. And in most cases the indicators 
confirmed that it is in “hedge-hopping flight” (see Graph) 
Graph: 
Dynamics of economic changes in Moldova[2] 
At first glance, economic situation seems to be evolving successfully: GDP and 
production are growing, inflation is under control, and quality of macroeconomic 
policy is evaluated positively by a number of international agencies. As well as we 
look good according to statistics: Moldova enjoyed higher growth rate in 2005 (during 
9 months of 2005) – 8.4%, than Romania and Bulgaria (5%), Ukraine (2.8) and CIS 
mean (6%). 
  
At the same time, according to the National Statistics Office, Moldova’s economic 
indicators in 2005 were contradictory:[3] 
·         Industrial production – the rate of 6.3% (9%); 
·         Agricultural production – 1% (3.5%); 
·         Investments to fixed capital – 1% (11%) 
·         Export – 10.8% (16%) 
·         Import – 30.7% (21%) 
·         Average annual inflation – 11.9% (12%) 
·         Average monthly wage – 6.8% (12%). 
  
As for GDP figures, according to our estimates, 7% growth expected during the 
design of the mid-term expenditures forecast (2006 – 2008) failed to realize in 2005; 
it will be lower and will not exceed 6%. The question whether this is much or not has 
no simple answer and requires explanations. What are the causes of growth rates 
slowing down as compared with 2004? How could be this growth be assessed as 
regards its sources and external effects?   
It is quite obvious, the government tried to improve situation in the economy and 
processes of deregulation started. Among them are: reduction of administrative 
barriers to entrepreneurial activity, improvement of the budgetary process and inter-
budget relations; gradual renewal of capital assets, growth of the National Bank’s 
monetary reserves, decline in inflation have been observed also. The reform of public 
administration has started, and solutions proposed within its framework quite 
correspond to challenges of the time: more precise definition of the executive power 
functions, reduction of possibilities for emerging conflicts of interests within state 
bodies (that’s what the Guillotine Law is aimed at), and fight against corruption. As a 
result, as compared with the previous structure, number of central bodies of public 
administration reduced from 31 (16 ministries and 15 other agencies) to 28 (15 and 
13).. At that, the dragging drafting of regulations on the newly created and re-
organized ministries and departments, as well as the announced considerable 
reduction of the state apparatus’ staff (down to 70%!), as one could expect, caused a 
lot of conflicts. Difficulties in the field of justice still exist, and existing level of 
corruption in the courts harms both entrepreneurs and population.  
It is obvious that possibilities of consolidation of economic growth mainly through 
improvement of legislation have been exhausted: it is already clear to everyone that 
it’s insufficient to have a good legislation, and it’s important so that its norms were 
observed in practice, which requires efficient state apparatus, just courts, adequate 
law-enforcement and consistent legal system. No law can yield expected results 
without all state bodies ensuring its execution and courts defending citizens or 
entrepreneurs be their rights violated.  
Undoubtedly, Moldova needs economic growth. The question lies in its quality. GDP 
has to show both through expansion of employment, increase in incomes and 
reduction of social inequality. For the time being, with reference to the Moldovan 
economy, one can mainly speak of restoration growth, i.e. which results mainly from 
involvement of standing capacities to production. Hence problems of quality of 
growth: productivity of social labor (value added produced per one employed in the 
economy) shows digressive growth – 10% in 2005 compared with 15% and 11% in 
2003 and 2004 correspondingly. At that, number of those employed in the economy is 
also stably decreasing, while underemployment increases (+ 12% as compared to 
2004).   
Moldova is a country of a small and open economy. And it is quite vulnerable to 
impact of external factors of economic growth. This can be seen from the paradox: 
domestic demand in Moldova exceeds the country’s GDP by more than 30%, import 
is twice as large as export. According to the data of the National Statistics Office, in 
2005 export was 10% smaller than the trade deficit. At that, volume of the declared 
export (information of the Customs Service) as compared to 2004 decreased (!) by 5%. 
Keeping tradition, the National Bank introduces a certain amount of optimism: in 
2005, for the first time, services black ink was registered, which somewhat 
compensates critical situation concerning export of goods. Which means that the 
opinion stating that economic growth (final households’ consumption) is mainly 
conditioned by the inflow of funds earned by Moldovan citizens abroad, is still correct 
(these funds have been covering 70% of the deficit of goods and services lately).   
Search for an answer to the questions – when and how abruptly the “tsunami” of 
remittances will subside? and what will happen with all this? – become more and 
more topical. The majority thinks that GDP growth rate will drop considerably given 
that inflow of remittances from abroad subsides. An extreme variant can be that 
growth will turn into recession. Unfortunately, the future is unpredictable. But sound 
policy should foresee it. Such situations can usually be explained well post factum, 
but it’s just not enough for the fate of the country and its population.  
Thus, one can agree with the fact that “the ground for fruitful work has been paved”, 
even if we proceeded to realization of the main task – to change the growth paradigm, 
we did it in a timid way.   
An outsider can see this well. So, the Rating Agency Fitch IBCA didn’t change 
Moldova’s credit ratings in December of 2005 again (long-term ones in foreign and 
national currencies at “B-” and “B” correspondingly and short-term in the national 
currency – at “B”), having assessed economic situation as an extremely difficult one 
(considerable labor migration, narrow production basis, insufficient inflow of 
investments to the economy, although it noted adequate quality of the existing labor 
force). At that, the stably low “B-”rating is related to relatively uncertain relations of 
the country with creditors, members of the Paris Club, first of all.   
Moldovan population also shares the point of view of international experts: the results 
of an opinion poll conducted in internet by the sociological service “Opinia” show 
that 70% of respondents consider socio-economic situation in the country to improve 
a bit or remained unchanged in 2005, but is still bad (the same 70%)[4]. And 
everyone knows that even under the annual GDP growth rate equaled to 7%, the level 
of 1990 will be achieved only by 2015.  
The time has come to proceed from PR-economy –we have had the good results on 
that - to intensive realization of the tactics of socio-economic break-through that 
would ensure transition to a new model of economic growth – from the post-crisis 
growth to the investment one.   
And it is very important that it would be the current year of 2006 when this transition 
would show materially. It is this year after all when summation of implementation of 
EG PRSP and Action Plan RM–EU (interim) is set. It is time to make government 
intentions, reforms and actions of previous years accumulate at last in positive 
changes in the economy.  
The following should become priorities of 2006 for all players – government, 
business community, civil and donor societies: 
·         Stimulation of innovative development of the economy, elimination of 
“bottlenecks” of development, of infrastructural and technological nature first 
of all (according to expert estimates of UNCTAD, Moldova is 65
th
 among 117 
countries as regards innovative capabilities)[5]; 
·         Strengthening of guarantees of property rights, including intellectual 
property, as well as continuation of privatization and improvement of 
efficiency of state property management; 
·         Improvement of competitiveness - including on internal market - of 
domestic firms, development of small and medium entrepreneurship, as a real 
capacity for attraction of investments and employment expansion; 
·         Regional development, support of 10-12 towns as growth poles for 
surrounding territories, creation of conditions that would stimulate towns and 
regions to mobilize available resources for social and economic development. 
 
Finally, both economy and population require creation of conditions for improvement 
of human capabilities and competitiveness in Moldova – improvement of efficiency 
of healthcare, education, social protection, housing policy, and poverty and inequality 
elimination. For the time being though, according to the latest UN Report Moldova 
slipped down the human development index again.  
 
  
  
[1] Nezavisimaya Moldova, 29.04.2005 
[2] http://www.ebrd.com/pubs/econo/series/tr.htm. Estimates of indicators are given 
on the scale of 1 to 4+, where 1 characterizes complete lack of reformation process of 
the strictly constructed planned economy and 4+ characterizes achievement of market 
economy standards accepted in industrially developed countries. 
[3] Real growth rates as compared to 2004. The latest (September 2005) estimation of 
indicators by the Ministry of Economy and Trade is given in parenthesis; Monitorul 
Oficial, № 148-150, p. 9 
[4] Infotag, 31.01.2006 
[5] Word Inverstment Report 2005, с.114 
 
Gagauzia in search for financial autonomy 
by CISR 
 
As the Parliament press-service announced (28.02.2006), soon “a special 
parliamentary committee will be formed to examine distribution of functions and 
rights between central and local bodies, inter-budgetary relations, as well as ways to 
monitor execution of local and district budgets”[1].  
The step was made in the right direction. Let us remember that it has been 1997 when 
the Parliament ratified the European Charter of Local Self-Government. Later, though, 
very controversial actions followed: the break of the system of enlarged regions (10 
judetses, ATO Gagauzia and Transnistria) and the return to 32 small raions of soviet 
delimitation, plus ATO Gagauzia and Transnistria. The potential of these raions is 
obviously insufficient for self-financing and all they, including Gagauzia, fill up their 
budgets thanks to transfers from the “center” – the Ministry of Finance. 
Meanwhile, according to the European Charter of Local Self-Government “Local 
authorities shall be entitled, within national economic policy, to adequate financial 
resources of their own, of which they may dispose freely within the framework of 
their powers” [2].  
The reality of Moldova is such that Gagauzia is the one that searches most actively for 
a way towards financial autonomy. And it has a good reason for that: under the 
Constitution of RM (article 111) “Gagauzia is an autonomous-territorial unit with a 
special status being a form of self-determination of the Gagauz, it is an integral and 
constituent part of the Republic of Moldova and, within its competence and under 
provisions of the Constitution of the Republic of Moldova, independently solves 
problems in the field of politics, economics and culture in the interests of whole 
population”, “the budget of the autonomous-territorial unit is formed according to the 
norms established by the organic law that regulates the special status of 
Gagauzia”.[3]  
As it is well known, during the mid-90s the Republic of Moldova has managed to 
solve the “Gagauz issue” quite constructively and ensure legally the autonomous 
status of Gagauzia, and the Council of Europe and its bodies (Venetian Committee 
and other) appreciated such solution quite positively as an example of peaceful 
democratic settlement of ethno-political conflicts. But before that, rather dramatic 
events (ethno-political conflict, proclamation of the “independent Gagauz Republic, 
introduction of the state of emergency, etc.) and the subsequent painstaking work to 
find a compromise occurred. It was accomplished by holding a referendum (March 
1995) in settlements with predominant Gagauz population (50% and more), passing 
the Code of Gagauzia (Gagauz Eri) and forming bodies of government. The territory 
of three districts (Comrat, Ciadar-Lunga, Vulcanesti) belongs to the autonomy, its 
total area is 1,85 thou sq. km. with the population of 159 thou. pers. (2005), including 
Gagauz – 78.7%, Bulgarians – 5.5%, Moldovans – 5.4%, Russians – 5.0%, 
Ukrainians – 4.1%.   
Democratization and reform of the system of state administration both at the central 
and local levels are the key-elements of the EU – RM Action Plan (2005-2007) and 
the most important directions of Moldova’s “europeanization”. For Moldova that 
comprises two “problem regions” (Transnistria and Gagauzia), which require special 
approach as regards both legal point of view and the practice of socio-economic 
development, this process is vitally important for strengthening its the young state-
system.   
Therefore, right after the ratification of the European Charter of Local Self-
Government the Parliament of the Republic of Moldova improved the national law-
collection adopting a series of new laws: on administrative-territorial system; on local 
public finances; on local taxes and over the last years these laws have been repeatedly 
modified and amended. Among these two laws rank particularly: the Law on Special 
Legal Status of Gagauzia (Dec. 1994) and the Law on Principles of the Special Legal 
Status of Settlements situated on the Left Bank of the Dniestr (Transnistria) (July 
2005).   
While implementing these laws the Moldovan Government starts from the fact that 
European Union and its Member States currently function under the conditions of the 
new legal, political and socio-economic reality – regionalism, showing through 
consolidation of rights and entitlements of regions within a country. The main 
problems, at that, lie in the following: 
·        How rights and entitlements should be divided between the central and local 
levels with the highest possible benefit for both parties – the country and the 
region; 
·        How governance should be decentralized without undermining the state as a 
whole. 
It should be mention that, unlike most EU countries where local taxes (real estate tax, 
land tax, payments for services, etc.) are the main part of local budgets revenues, in 
CIS countries, including Moldova, about 35-50% of local budget revenues are formed 
at the expense of transfers from the central government. Owing to the inertia of Soviet 
times the considerable attention is paid to financial leveling, which – while smoothing 
away social disproportions – suppresses initiative of local authorities in supporting 
SME development, their own tax collection and efficient use of credits.   
Another problem is the existence of “unfunded mandates” of sub-national 
governments that make proclaimed social rights and entitlements fiscally unfeasible. 
It is necessary to change the situation, despite the traditional fears of the Ministry of 
Finance that fiscal decentralization could create obstacles in ensuring a stable budget 
process for the country as a whole.  
Thus, what degree of financial autonomy of Gagauzia is there in the modern 
financial/budget system of Moldova? As for Gagauzia, this problem has been 
permanently topical for more than 10 years. At first, before 2003, central and local 
authorities argued about interpretation of the article 18 of the Law on Special Legal 
Status of Gagauzia (Gagauz Eri), which states that the budget of Gagauzia is formed 
of all types of in-payments set up by the Moldovan legislation and the People’s 
Assembly of ATU. After a series of discussions and agreements with a view to 
strengthen Gagauzia’s autonomy, the Moldovan Parliament amended the Constitution 
(articles 73, 110 and 111) that have lead to unambiguous understanding of the article 
18 of the Law on Special Legal Status of Gagauzia. The main novelty that Gagauzia 
obtained after the Constitution has been amended consists in its right (unlike other 
administrative-territorial units of Moldova) to get 100% assignments from such 
capacious national revenues, as VAT and excises.   
But the situation is still debatable. Analysis of the Gagauzia’s legislation makes it 
clear that some local laws (On Foundations of the Tax System, On the Fixed Tax on 
Enterprises Engaged in Retail Trade and Catering, On Licensing of Certain Types of 
Activity on the Territory of Gagauzia, On Write-Off of Fines and Penalties, etc.) still 
conflict with the national legislation.  
Is Gagauzia ready for self-financing? Given the current procedure of its budget 
formation the answer, to a greater extent, is no. Thus, in 2005 the total amount of 
assessed revenues (including VAT and excises) to be collected in Moldova’s regions 
were at 3699,5 mil MDL, and those to be collected in Gagauzia – at 856,1 mil MDL, 
or 2.3%, which is noticeably less than its share in the overall population of Moldova 
(4.4%). Considering this, it was planned to leave 98.4% of the total amount of 
assessed revenues at the region’s disposal, while all other regions got 67.0% on 
average. In addition to this, Gagauzia received transfers from the state budget, which 
has been making up 17-35% of its budget during the last years. The table shows the 
structure of Gagauzia’s budget during 2000-2005.     
Structure of ATU Gagauzia budget in 2000-2005, as % to total amount of revenues/ 
expenditures     
Source: Ministry of Finance, CISR 
Social expenditures dominate within the budget structure of Gagauzia: they made up 
about 70% of the budget during 2000-2005. 7.6-10.9% of all budgetary expenditures 
of the region were directed to investments.  
From the evaluation of Gagauzia’s “financial autonomy” one could conclude: 
·        the region, meanwhile, does not have an economic potential sufficient to 
support itself from the financial and budgetary point of view. Even if under the 
current methodology of budget formation of the region, all revenues formed 
on its territory are left at the region’s disposal it will remain dependent on 
subsidies all the same. And all this when the state budget covers refunding of 
VAT and excises, while execution of national functions, such as maintenance 
of central bodies of power, payment of external debt, etc. is done without 
participation of this region; 
·        local authorities of Gagauzia (Gagauz Eri) are entitled both to demand 
execution of obligations from central bodies and undertake actions stipulated 
by the Law on Special legal Status of Gagauzia, as well as bring the local 
legislation in force in conformity with the national legislation of the Republic 
of Moldova; 
·      it is expedient to direct efforts at expansion of the Gagauzia’s fiscal basis 
through creation of conditions for economic growth in the region; revise paid 
services rendered in the budget-funded sphere; use local taxes and duties more 
efficiently and completely; attract and use efficiently grants and sponsor funds 
directing them at solution of local purpose programmes[4]. 
For all that, Gagauzia’s “financial autonomy” requires essential improvements rather 
than “cosmetic” changes. Based on interests of both the country and the region, 
including the Law on Special Legal Status of Gagauzia, these changes should be 
aimed at increasing the role of the region itself in realization of social and economic 
development tasks of the region, stimulating expansion of the tax basis and building-
up of own financial resources.  
But now, annual and mainly volitional establishment on amounts of assignments from 
national revenues (VAT and excises) and portion of transfers from the state budget 
taken annually at the stage of drafting of national budget does not stimulate the local 
authorities’ intentions to pile up economic potential and increase the effectiveness of 
its utilization in order to improve both social security and the welfare of the 
population. 
In such conditions the following could be assume as rational: 
Firstly, to design based on real state resources (means) the country average standard 
indicators of autonomy’s budget expenditures considered the age, social, etc structure 
of its population. These indicators could be use as basic one for reckoning of the 
budget expenditures. 
Secondly, to establish taking into consideration both the needs for expenditures and 
the region’s tax basis the sources of budget revenues in the following order: a) local 
taxes and fees, which can be use by the autonomy in full; b) assignments to the budget 
from national revenues (as relative number); c) transfers from the state budget (as 
absolute value) as the source to balance the revenue and expenditure sides of the 
autonomy’s budget. At that, the latter should be used only when the first two sources 
do not cover the budget expenditures.  
It is very important to design both ATU’s budget expenditures and, as well as of other 
administrative-territorial units of the country for a future period (for example – 3 
years), with corrections in accordance with forecasted inflation rate. In this case, even 
if other conditions will not changed, the development of the region economic 
potential and piling up of its tax potential will create the background for additional 
increase of autonomy’s budget revenues, and as a result the region’s capacities to self-
financing will be improved. Moreover, the subjective influence to the volume of 
budget revenues, today this is on of the sources to maintain the corruption at all levels 
of state administration, will reduced to a minimum.   
Development of economic potential and tax basis, on the assumption that the standard 
indicators of assignments from national revenues to the budget of territory are secured, 
will resulted in increase of region’ allocations to the state fisc. So not only the 
autonomy but and the state as whole will be the gainer. Let us mention that the 
implementation of this practice of budget planning and interrelations between the 
central and local budgets in other transition economy countries (Hungary, for example) 
had positive effect allowing to activize initiative of local authorities.    
Cyclic recurrence of production and sales, and, consequently, in-payments of 
revenues to the budget as well, that has objectively formed in Moldova and Gagauzia 
in particular given the topping rank of agro-industrial complex within the economy, 
require improvement of crediting procedures of short-term cash deficit of the 
autonomy’s budget. It requires simplification, increase in self-dependence and 
responsibility of the autonomy’s authorities.  
As for the future, issue of norm-setting for all second level administrative-territorial 
units, including ATU Gagauzia, in financing national expenditures should be 
examined. This norm will become an initial basis for defining minimal amount of 
budgetary revenue sources formed at regional level and directed to the state budget.  
 
  
  
[1] Informarket News Agency, March 1, 2006 
[2] European Charter of Local Self-Government. Council of Europe, Strasburg, 1985 
[3] Monitorul Oficial al RM, 2003, 8 august, #170-172, p. 45 
[4] Regional Programme “Gagauz-Eri”. UNDP-Moldova/CISR, 2001. See www.cisr-
md.org  
  
 
 
Strategic Plan “Chisinau – 2020” - Digest 
by CISR 
Urbanproiect Institute and Center for Strategic Studies and Reforms prepared, 
within the first stage of work on the new general development plan of Chisinau 
(September 2005 / January 2006), draft Strategic Plan of Socio-Economic 
Development of Chisinau till 2020 (the main goal, priorities and forecast of main 
development indicators, mechanisms of implementation). Results of preparatory – 
analytical (Studiu diagnostic, 2003) and conceptual (Concepţia planului urbanistic 
general, 2004) – stages were taken into account.   
Examination of the Strategic Plan by the city administration was preceded by public 
discussion of main ideas of the Strategy by experts, businessmen through opinion 
polls, as well as in mass media. The draft Strategy is available on our website. 
Practically, a task is being set to use the strategic plan as a platform for trilateral 
partnership (authority – business – population) as to the principle issue – what 
Chisinau should be and what actions are necessary to undertake consecutively for the 
sake of its prosperity.  
The starting points. In the course of Europeanization of Moldova, its capital, 
Chisinau, undoubtedly holds a key role. It is an administrative, economic and cultural 
center of the country, whose experience and capacities of innovations is of national 
importance. Starting positions of the city as regards its renovation till 2020 have been 
considerably aggravated by problems of the transition period. Since regulators and 
resources of centralized economy that the implementation of the General Plan of 
Chisinau elaborated during 1986-1989 was based upon, vanished after 1990, the city 
experienced many spontaneous and contradictory processes. On the one hand, 
Chisinau has been quickly becoming internationalized (migratory exchange, access to 
Internet and vehicular communication, flows of capital, goods and information, 
renovation of services and other), business activity rose steeply and network of 
private educational and healthcare units widened sharply. On the other hand, though, 
the city lost its future guidelines and planned character of development, which 
showed through industrial stagnation (the principle city-constituent basis under 
conditions of planned economy), unordered employment, increasing social inequality, 
chaotic construction and utilization of urban territory, motorization costs, obsolete 
transport and engineering infrastructure.  
Understanding of the nature and orientation of changes in the post-socialist Chisinau 
is important for planning of its future. First, it should be considered that Chisinau as a 
large city (layout, industry, housing stock, etc.), unlike other capitals of Eastern 
Europe, took shape under socialism, during 60-80’s mainly, when its population 
trebled. Self-destruction of the city’s motive forces made its life more difficult in 
many respects during the transition period, when Chisinau experienced both crisis 
shocks (bankruptcy of big enterprises, unemployment and outflow of qualified labor 
force from the city, decrease in welfare, collapse of municipal economy) and 
uncontrolled transformation of urban environment.  
The main goal and priorities. Strategy and tactics of Chisinau’s development till 
2020 should be aimed at achievement of an image of successful “future Chisinau” that 
the population desires. The key idea of this new, constructive period is to raise 
Chisinau’s competitiveness within the all-European city network. Hence – the main 
goal: Chisinau-2020 overcomes provinciality and positions itself as one of regional 
centers of South-Eastern Europe.  
Achievement of the set goal (“Chisinau is a competitive European city”) depends 
largely on the urban community’s system of values. Therefore, it is important so that 
inhabitants of Chisinau would consider their city as a socio-cultural value. Opinion 
polls conducted during the initial stage of work on the General Plan point 
unambiguously to the one-vector vital aims of city-dwellers who expect their welfare 
to improve during stable development of the city – its economic, educational and 
spiritual potential, improvement of quality of urban environment and provision of 
secure living in the city.  
Such an understanding of the future look of their city by Chisinau inhabitants fits the 
framework of the “City” concept, basic for the early XXI century in European 
urbanistics, quite well. According to the concept, the basis of progress of a modern 
European city is city development itself as an integral environment of living and 
business activity rather than industry or other sectors of production.  
When orienting at Europeanization of Chisinau, priority directions of raising of its 
competitiveness based on the new quality of urban environment presume: 
·      Emphasizing Chisinau’s positioning as a regional center of Southeastern 
Europe. Iasi, Galati, Odessa, Vinnitsa and Chernovtsi are its competitors in this 
sub-region. But Chisinau is the only state capital among them. And in order to 
strengthen its positions as such, it is necessary to make international efforts and 
relations more active (political, investment, financial, informational, etc.); to 
reconstruct transport complex and services; to ensure political stability, cultural 
and intellectual environment, adequate municipal administration; 
·         Improving quality of urban environment based both on dimensional and 
planning approaches, reconstruction of dwelling and recreation zones, transport 
and technical infrastructure, as well as preservation of historical and cultural 
heritage of the city; 
·         Modernizing the city’s economy based on development of export-oriented, 
high-tech production, industry, strengthening of the service sector and support of 
small business oriented at needs of the city inhabitants; 
·         Improving city inhabitants’ welfare – high employment, sufficient incomes, 
qualitative housing stock and municipal economy, social support of those who 
need it; 
·         Improving educational and cultural potential through development of 
international relations in such fields as science, education and culture, adoption of 
European forms and standards of continuous education, including retraining of 
labor force, development of the city as a cultural center; 
·         Ensuring secure living in the city as regards energy, man-caused disasters, 
ecological and public security, public order, counteracting dissemination of social 
diseases; 
·         Improving city administration - based on principles of the European Charter of 
Local Self-Government both in relations with the Government and business 
(decentralization of functions, fiscal decentralization), as well as in relations with 
the population, including its “participation process” in making and executing 
decisions.  
At the heart of the given – in form of seven priorities – decomposition of the main 
goal of the Strategic Plan (see Scheme) lie, based on opinion polls, values of 
Chisinau’s community, interests of basic groups of inhabitants – blue- and white-
collars, businessmen, state officials, politicians and public figures, “scientists and 
specialists”, “cultural workers”, active youth and pensioners.  
Development scenarios. While planning advancement towards the “Chisinau-2020” 
model, two possible scenarios can be realistically considered: inertial scenario (not 
excluding elimination of the most critical problems generated by the crisis of 90’s 
within its framework) and constructive scenario aimed at overcoming provinciality 
and improving urban environment of Chisinau during the process of achievement of 
the strategy’s main goal – raising of pro-European competitiveness of Chisinau based 
on implementation of the “City” concept.  
Main components of economic growth are as follows: steady raising of investments to 
real sector of economy, first of all – export-oriented, raw materials- and energy-
efficient production, market services and infrastructure; increasing employment and 
real incomes of the population; introduction of ecology-friendly technologies and 
transition to innovation processes in production and management – multipliers of the 
city development.  
Within the framework of the constructive scenario, issues concerning improvement of 
urban environment quality were thoroughly worked over: dimensional and planning 
development; social block, including strategy of housing policies; structural 
modernization of economy; integration of Chisinau into information-oriented 
community; improvement of management of the city’ sustainable development.  
New solutions for the future. Unlike practice of the Soviet period, the Strategy 
proposes to construct the general plan counting on the regulatory orientation of 
activities of all – state, municipal, private and public – “players” on the city’s territory, 
rather than on directives. The goal is to ensure balance of interests. Resting upon the 
internal potential of the city mainly presumes city development within the existing 
limits, zoning of the city’s territory through legal means; transition from monopolar 
system of urbanization to the multipolar one; reconstruction of industry and 
development of small business aimed at the city’s needs; orientation of most traffic-
flows towards public transport; creation of a social housing municipal fund; paying 
attention to “public areas” (squares, parks, tourist zones); creation of objects ensuring 
execution by the city of functions of a capital; integration of Chisinau into 
information-oriented society.  
As a whole, while substantiating Chisinau-2020 Strategy, its developers relied on the 
key directive of the European Charter of Cities (1994): “Since all cities differ, each 
city should find its own path towards sustainable development. As regards all 
directions of our policy, we will rely on principles of sustainable development (social 
justice, dynamic economy and ecological stability) and use advantages, internal 
potential and attractiveness of our cities as a basis for locally oriented strategies”.  
Strategic plan within the system of municipal administration. Once examined and 
passed in accordance with established procedure, strategic plan of socio-economic 
development of the city becomes a framework document for the whole municipal 
administration system.  
A part of the Strategic Plan to be executed by municipal administrative subdivisions is 
detached as a separate Administration Action Plan with a view to implement the 
Strategic Plan in 4 years term with detailed elaboration of the first year. This action 
plan is a list of measures, tasks, realization of which is assumed by administrative 
subdivisions during the nearest 1-4 years to implement actions of the strategic plan.  
The action plan is approved through a decree of the city’s Mayor and thereby 
becomes a normative document of direct action. Measures of the approved Action 
Plan are considered during preparation of the draft budget and serve as a basis for 
corresponding subdivisions of the city administration to apply for financing. Action 
Plan of the city administration for realization of the Strategic plan during the next year 
can be adjusted by the Municipal Council, once the budget is passed and limits of 
financing are established. 
 
Lobbyism 
by Anatoly Gudim 
From day to day, practice of power/business relations in our young state has been 
showing striking examples of a “tug of war”: first – making of decisions, later – 
failure to observe them and, finally, – their amendment or even revocation. Here are 
some of the latest ones: 
·         On March 2, 2006, Parliament issued decision #40-XVII “On control of 
Execution of the Law on Production and Circulation of Ethyl Alcohol and Alcoholic 
Products”. As it turned out, this Law (issued on June 30, 2003, i.e. more than 5 years 
ago (!) ), “is not observed by central government bodies and economic units”; “state 
register of circulation of ethyl alcohol and alcoholic products was not approved and 
implemented”; “there is a lot of counterfeit goods within the retail trade network”, etc. 
And as for the whole – “goals of the Law were not achieved, following which the 
state’s economic interests suffer considerable prejudice”. The state suffers prejudice, 
while someone benefits, doesn’t it? 
·         Government suggested giving up the idea to implement a countrywide 
automated registration system of oil products. It was 2003 already when the 
government decision to create such a system was made, once it had been admitted that 
circa 80% of combustive-lubricating materials were imported to the country through 
contraband. During recent parliamentary auditions, after the suggestion, Government 
was accused either of “lobbying of certain interests”, or “incompetence”. Feel free to 
choose. 
·         Chisinau Mayor’s Office decided to prohibit utilization as “route taxis” of 
vehicles useful life of which exceeded 15 years. However, there will most likely be no 
prohibition, as Association of Private Carriers appealed it at the Chamber of Appeals. 
Their arguments are as follows: the number of such “route taxis” is little (62), and 
“their owners’ capabilities to renew vehicle stock is limited due to low fare”. Danger 
to human life and ecology don’t count as it seems. 
There are tens of such examples. All they are fruits of the search – by no means 
Platonic – of “mutual understanding” between business and state machinery.  
It’s called lobbyism in “developed democracy” countries. It appears that now, after 15 
years of entering market economy, there’s no one in Moldova who would doubt that 
lobbying exists here, though issues of its legal regulation have not been solved yet. In 
the meantime, there are positive examples as well. And long-term activity of the 
Union of Associations of Agricultural Producers “Uniagorprotect” that has been 
openly and professionally consulting and promoting interests of agricultural producers 
confirms this. The other day both Prime Minister and Minister of Agriculture honored 
with their presence Union’s annual meeting (600 persons, Opera-House).  
These are single instances though. Meanwhile, our business and politics are tightly 
interwoven like communicating vessels: politicians in business and businessmen in 
politics are in everyone’s full view. That is understandable: given such a frequent 
change of governments (10 over the 15 years), all ministers and prime ministers can’t 
write memoirs indeed… Most of them are actively involved in business and don’t 
eagerly strive for politics at all, but would prefer to assert their interests according to 
the law.  
During the time of Petru Lucinschi’s presidency, an attempt to prepare such a law – 
“On Regulation of Lobbyism” has already been made, but, as well as all other 
innovations of that time (Moldova as an offshore, amnesty of out-flown capital), it 
came to nothing.  
In the meantime, such a law wouldn’t hurt strengthening of ethical and legal bases of 
our state, as well as higher transparency of its relations with business, in contrast to 
“favoritism”, “nepotism”, “thoughtful consideration”, etc. Experience of USA, 
Germany and Japan is available – we could ask for their technical aid after all…  
Given such a law, we would be able to reduce considerably the hypertrophied impact 
of bureaucracy upon decision-making both in legislative and executive bodies. Many 
things will be more comprehensible and honest once the law establishes institutes and 
mechanisms of lobbyism. There will be no need to guess, for instance, why a 
government newspaper would urge agricultural companies to deliver sunflower only 
to a single enterprise – “Floarea Soarelui”, or would explain peasants why processing 
enterprises buy their grapes and apples at distress prices. And all isolated lobby 
groups – patronage, union of manufacturers and entrepreneurs, foreign investors’ 
union and so on – will express pluralism of public interest as to the common, the most 
worthwhile choice under the law.  
Let us remember that the draft law «On Regulation of Lobbyism in State Bodies” 
deferred for better times defined lobbyism as “activity of legal and physical persons 
concerning state bodies with a view to exert influence upon them in execution of their 
authority set by the Constitution and laws of Republic of Moldova”. Well, who’s 
against it anyway? 
 
 
European Vector: Railroad Electrification 
by Tatiana Kovalenok, Oleg Petrov / CISR 
 
Moldova needs large projects. It is these projects that, in opinion of the Government 
and Central Bank made public at the invest-forum in September 2005, can ensure a 
breakthrough in attracting investments, raising employment and revenues of the 
population and state budget, and, ultimately, in changing the country for the better, 
Europeanizing it.   
In order to do this, Moldova, first, has to reconstruct its infrastructure – energy, 
transport and highways, communications and water supply sectors. Partially, this task 
has been already done. The examples are construction of the port and oil terminal at 
the Danube (Giurgiulesti), Revaca – Cainari branch line, reconstruction of Chisinau’s 
airport and railway station. Next go the construction of the “North – South” highway 
within the framework of IX European transport corridor, creation of a hub 
(international trans-shipment point for airmail and goods) in Marculesti, 
reconstruction of the large-scale irrigation and, of course, railroad electrification.  
Railroad Electrification, % 
Russia 46.8 
Ukraine 40.5 
         Including the South-Western 
railroad 
42.1 
Romania 34.3 
Republic of Moldova 0.0 
Now, our territory is a “blank spot” on the map of the European network of electrified 
railroads. Romania is quite Europeanized in this regard, while in the east, a traction 
substation has already been constructed and railway poles have been installed from 
Razdelnaya to Varnitsa.  
It still was Soviet times when the electrification project was elaborated, but the 
collapse of the Union slowed down its realization. Today, Government doesn’t 
consider the issue of railroad electrification and the departmental opinion that it’s 
expensive and can’t offset the costs is one of the causes for that. In the meantime, 
factors affecting the efficiency of electrification – unlike conservatism of opinions – 
change depending on both the situation in the country and outside – in other countries 
that Moldova is linked to by economic, energy and transport ties.  
Thus, the main factors affecting the efficiency of the railroad electrification are flow 
of traffic, cost of construction and electricity rate. The electrified Moldovan railroad 
requires, first of all, increasing of the flow of traffic, which will very likely occur once 
borders of the European Union get closer to Moldova, the Giurgiulesti seaport is put 
into operation, as well as marketing aimed at attraction of transit traffic to the Balkans 
direction starts developing. It is clear that the later it is done, the more expensive cost 
of construction will get. And the delay here is fraught with the rise in the cost of 
construction. However, the main argument in favor of electrification is economy of 
energy resources.   
The main thing is that only railway transport – like no other type of transport – can 
replace large quantities of diesel and motor oil imported to Moldova mainly from 
Russia for locomotives used now, by electric power.   
Dynamics of prices for these energy resources in the Russian market during the last 
decade is as follows: the cost of electric power rose 3 times, while diesel oil – 6 times 
and natural gas – 30 times. The cost of diesel oil which is currently the principle 
energy carrier used by locomotives at Moldovan railroads is 8700 MDL per ton. The 
cost of power that Moldova imports from Ukraine increased up to 2,50 cents per 1 
kW/h. Distribution and sale of electric power to Moldovan consumers is done by 
Union Fenosa that sells electric power to legal persons at the price of 7,52 cents, 
including VAT. Given such prices, electrification is in clear advantage. Assessments 
show that the costs of a tractive effort made by an electric locomotive based on 1 
kW/h of electric power equals to those of a diesel locomotive consuming 340 gram/h 
of diesel oil. Converted to money, savings are threefold.  
According to our estimates, the expected savings from the conversion of the 
Moldovan railroad to electric traction will amount to 17,2 mil USD per year. But it 
could be even more as the railroad could buy electric power wholesale, since traction 
stations can be connected up the 110/220 distribution networks. If that’s the case, the 
expected savings from the conversion to electric traction will amount to no less than 
20,0 mil USD. Given such savings, if we exchange our diesel locomotives for the 
electric ones in CIS and start orienting ourselves to the electrification cost for 100 km 
of railway lines with the alternating current (as for Russia, it’s about 7 mil USD), the 
pay-back period of the electrification costs for 1292 km of Moldovan railway lines 
will not exceed 5 years just thanks to saving of fuel even under the current flow of 
traffic.  
These are overall estimates. Next, follow factors that both reduce the costs (many 
things can be manufactured in Moldova – concrete poles, cross-arms and other 
armature, for instance) and raise the costs (overhead contact lines, insulators, traction-
feeding transformers and relay equipment have to be purchased abroad).  
The final conclusion on the expediency of electrification of the Moldovan railroad 
should be made based on the complex assessment of the investment project’s 
efficiency in two stages. The first stage would include assessment of the public 
efficiency, quality of the designed solutions and creation of acceptable conditions for 
investors. At the second stage, participants and the organizational and economic 
mechanism of the project’s implementation are established.  
If Moldova doesn’t want to miss the opportunity to use advantages of its geographical 
and transport location, which can happen if transit railway traffics redirect northward 
and southward of Moldova, it should immediately turn to the railroad electrification 
project and recalculate it taking into account the real costs of works and rates for 
competing energy resources. And invite investors.  
As for investment, it is reconstruction of the infrastructure that the new EU countries 
obtained the most part of credits and grants for. Moreover, according to the President 
of the NBM, Leonid Tolmaci “the country has enough financial resources – the 
problem is in the lack of viable projects. That’s why Moldovan banks accumulated 2 
bil MDL (more than 150 mil USD!) – the money that the banks can’t find any use 
for”.  
The lack of attention to the problem, delays in reconstruction of the country’s 
infrastructure at the background of active actions of its neighbors is fraught with the 
increase of Moldova’s remoteness and weakening of its economy’s competitiveness. 
Flow of Goods in the Transnistrian area: 
“Normalization” of the Customs Regime 
by CISR 
The chronicle of the Transnistrian conflict totals about 20 various initiatives to find a 
solution acceptable for all parties. Most of them intended to try to “cover” all aspects 
of the problem, including political, legal, military, economic and humanitarian ones. 
The most noteworthy of those attempts (after the military stage of the conflict during 
March-July 1992) were: 
• Proposals of the OSCE mission formed again and mandated to facilitate a 
comprehensive political framework for negotiations, consolidating the 
independence and sovereignty of the Republic of Moldova along with an 
understanding about a special status for the Transnistrian region (Report #13, 
November 1993);  
• Moscow memorandum (may 1997);  
• E. Primakov’s plan on the “common state” (August 2000);  
• Kyiv paper signed by three mediators – Russia, Ukraine and the OSCE that 
described the RM as a unified, federal state (May 2002);  
• D. Kozak’s memorandum stipulating for creation of an asymmetric federation 
of the Republic of Moldova and a federal subject, the Transnistrian Moldovan 
Republic (September 2003);  
• Finally, V. Yuschenko’s initiative based on the “3 D’s principle” – 
demilitarization, decriminalization and democratization (April 2005).  
Each of those attempts, no matter how constructive or formal it was, implied 
implementation of both the aggregate of coordinated steps and guarantees and the 
readiness to compromise, refusal from ultimatums and unilateral actions. This 
concerned political, legal, military, as well as humanitarian aspects of the conflict.  
The position of the Center for Strategic Studies and Reforms (CISR) is that economic 
interests have been constantly underlying the “Transnistrian conflict” and showing 
through from the very beginning. First, it was interests of the region as a whole, as the 
richest and the most industrially developed part of soviet Moldavia and, consecutively, 
interests of the local “red directors’ corps” who proclaimed their enterprises as 
“collective” ones. Later, after the monetary privatization with participation of both 
local elite and foreign investors (Russian first of all), it was interests of the new 
owners and the local administration collaborating with them.  
The beginnings of the current dramatic situation as regards traffics in the 
Transnistrian sector of the Moldovan-Ukrainian border lie in the realities new for the 
Republic of Moldova as a WTO member (2001) and Ukraine’s preparation to become 
a member of that organization, as well as their common pro-European orientation. 
And there can be distinguished three stages in the customs drama at the Moldovan-
Ukrainian border (Transnistrian sector).  
Stage 1. First, as is well known, Transnistria was deprived of the right that Moldova 
had granted to that region in 1996 to use customs stamps of the Republic of Moldova 
performing export-import operations. Transnistria objected to that, citing the Moscow 
memorandum that specifies its right for self-supported foreign-economic activity[1]. 
Ukraine’s reaction was noticeably late due to active involvement of its economic 
agents in traffics in Transnistria (Ukraine's share in import of goods to Transnistria is 
40% as of 2005, which is 1,5 times larger than the import from Russia) and it was 
only May 15, 2003, when the State Customs Service of Ukraine and the Customs 
Department of Moldova signed the Protocol on common recognition of shipping, 
commercial and customs papers. Further, Moldova’s Government issued decree #712 
on July 12, 2003, under which Transnistrian economic agents can execute papers 
necessary for export-import transactions only after the temporary registration at the 
State Chamber of Registration of Moldova.  
To prompt Transnistrian enterprises to legal traffics it was established that: they are 
conferred ID numbers free of charge; no customs fees are collected for declaration 
and customs clearance of goods during export/import, except for customs legalization 
of 0.18%; licenses are issued free of charge; Transnistrian economic agents bear no 
liability for the budget of the Republic of Moldova. In the upshot, circa 320 
enterprises of the region obtained such a registration in Chisinau during a year, before 
the mid 2004.   
Stage 2. During another outbreak of exacerbation in the Transnistrian zone ( “school 
crisis” – blockade of Moldovan schools situated in the region) the Moldovan 
Government decreed on July 30, 2004, that economic agents may only execute 
export-import transactions within the Moldovan borders in strict compliance with the 
national legislation and international norms and rules. And on August 17, 2004, the 
Moldovan Ministry of Foreign Affairs notified the Ukrainian Government that 
passage of goods belonging to physical persons is suspended at 11 frontier points 
situated in the Transnistrian sector of the Moldovan-Ukrainian border (beginning 
from August 20, 2004).  
At the same time, Moldova submitted a proposal for EU and OSCE to conduct an 
international monitoring operation in the area. The arguments were as follows: 
ensuring economic security and regional stability in the Transnistrian zone and 
legalizing foreign trade activity of the region’s enterprises under the Moldovan 
legislation and international rules, norms and standards. EU, starting from its 
commitments under the EU – Moldova Action Plan, decided to appoint a Mission to 
provide help on the Moldovan-Ukrainian border, which started its operation in 
December 1, 2005.  
Stage 3. Moldovan government issued decree #815 in July 2, 2005, on regulation of 
traffics resulting from the Transnistrian foreign trade activity. And the Moldovan 
State Chamber of Registration was charged to introduce Transnistrian enterprises 
executing export-import transactions into the State Registry of Enterprises and 
Organizations (temporarily), with the right to obtain “C”-type certificates of origin 
and “CT-1”-type – for export to Ukraine. The enterprises registered permanently can 
obtain “A”, “CT-1”, “RM” and EUR”-type certificates of origin.  
But more than half a year has passed before such a regulation was introduced into 
operation (March 3, 2006), which took a common statement of Moldovan and 
Ukrainian Prime-Ministers (December 30, 2005), a series of bilateral consultations 
with participation of EU and informing business community and the Transnistrian 
administration. The latter recommended Transnistrian enterprises to not register in 
state bodies of the Republic of Moldova, perceiving it as an attempt to take them out 
from the Transnistrian “legal area” and financial-budgetary system.  
Later on, Transnistria conducted quite an effective PR-campaign (“economic 
blockade”, “humanitarian disaster”, etc.), which resulted in political and economic 
demarches of Russia (declarations of the State Duma and the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, the decision to grant credits and humanitarian aid for Transnistria, the 
introduction of restrictions for Moldovan export).  
Now, after the twelve months of V. Yuschenko’s plan and two months of the “new 
customs regime”, the situation in the Transnistrian zone is very contradictory. On the 
one hand, a rather small group of Transnistrian enterprises has registered at the State 
Registry of RM (58 – temporarily and 55 – permanently). At the same time, according 
to estimates, the Moldovan Customs Service controlled no more than 4.0% of import 
and 15.0% of export of Transnistria during the period from 3
rd
 of March to 19
th
 of 
April (see Annex). Many enterprises (as the region’s administration recommended) 
stopped their production or just keep filling up their warehouses. Some enterprises 
agreed for double taxation. Others (a group of light industry enterprises that work by 
contracts with partners from the EU countries) have no restrictions as regards import 
of raw materials (cotton, fabrics, accessories, etc.) and export of finished commodity. 
“Grey schemes” of traffics also continue existing, fuelled by interests of 
administrative-economic conglomerations from Ukraine (Odessa – Illyichevsk seaport, 
Vinnitsa, Nikolaiv), Transnistria and Moldova. Some estimates, for instance, show 
that the “new customs regime” has been yielding daily losses of 2 mil USD – for 
regional budgets and economic agents of Ukraine.   
Political costs are more evident: the 5+2 format negotiations on settlement of the 
Transnistrian conflict suspended; Russia and Ukraine turned from mediators and 
guarantors into participants in the conflict; implementation of the “Yuschenko’s plan” 
proposed a year ago (“3 D’s” over 18 months!) is being more and more put off for the 
future.  
The situation is being aggravated by the contradictory actions of the Republic of 
Moldova concerning political and economic guarantees for both Transnistrian 
business and population (property rights, registration and taxation, relations with the 
budget and banking system of RM, etc.) and the region as a whole (local self-
government, financial autonomy). It seems that Transnistrian authorities and 
population are not quite delighted of the prospect of the (much curtailed) rights and 
resources granted to the other “problematic” region – Gagauzia, which obtained 
special status of “administrative territorial unit” in 1995. In the meantime, it is the 
status that is being also proposed for Transnistria under the new law of the Republic 
of Moldova (July 2005).  
Currently, the confrontation mood dominates relations between Moldova and 
Transnistria. In the meantime, they will have to search for a solution sometime or 
other (you cannot pick neighbors in the end). And it will most likely be within the 
framework of the European Charter of Local Self-Government that the Moldovan 
Parliament ratified in 1997. Besides, there are signs that the new generation of 
Transnistrian business elite (and politicians derived from it) is inclined towards a 
compromise in the form of a free economic zone with a special customs and tax 
regime. Thus, the connection of times would be restored: it was namely the decision 
of the Congress of Deputies of Transnistria “On creation of the Transnistrian free 
economic zone” (June 1990) that started self-assertion of the region as an autonomous 
administrative-territorial unit. And even in July 2003, after the joint Moldovan-
Ukrainian actions to “normalize” the traffics in the Transnistrian sector of their border 
started, the Supreme Soviet of Transnistria (the local parliament) announced through 
its statement on measures to ensure foreign-trade activity of enterprises that “the 
efforts of the parties should be aimed at elaboration and implementation of the policy 
of a common state, including foreign trade relations, by helping economic agents to 
develop and advance to the new external outlets”.  
According to the logics of life, it is the Transnistrian business community, which is a 
rather independent and the most motivated and organized supporter of the conflict 
settlement. A new generation of politicians and businesspersons – self-made persons – 
comes to replace the total control of the regional administration of the post-soviet type 
and the “red directors’ corps”. The Transnistrian business is internationalizing quickly 
(investors from EU and CIS, trade partners from 80 countries) and the limits of the 
“unrecognized state” are too tight for it.  
Besides “Sheriff” that dominates the region’s market of foodstuffs, oil products and 
communications, as well as a group of light industry enterprises that works by 
contract basis with partners from the EU countries, a conglomeration of businesses 
dependent on the Russian Gazprom (Rybnitsa Steel Works, GRES – the regional 
power station (Cuciurgan), “Elektromash” plant, Gazprombank (Tiraspol) and others) 
are interested in the real normalization of export-import flows. Interests of Gazprom 
do also exist and lie in the stability of its legal presence in Transnistria, along the way 
to the Balkans.  
The disregard of the economic component of the “Transnistrian issue” will only 
further postpone finding the mutually acceptable political solution of the problem. 
Europeanization of business rules, norms and standards in the Transnistrian zone, 
consideration of economic and social interests is the most suitable way for 
reconciliation.  
 
  
  
[1] «Transnistria has the right to independently establish and keep international 
relations in economic, scientific, technical and cultural areas; and by mutual 
agreement of both parties – in other areas”, Memorandum on normalizing the 
relations between the Republic of Moldova and Transnistria, Moscow, 08.05.1997 
  
 
A Lesson of Russian 
by Anatoly Gudim 
  
So, we have now the first statistical data that endorse our fears as to how actions 
of Russia’s Gazprom (new prices for natural gas) and Rospotrebnadzor (wine 
export restrictions) would affect Moldovan economy. Natural gas makes up 80% 
within the country’s energy balance and wine products – up to 30% of our 
export. These are the two pain spots, vitally important for economic security of 
the country.  
Thus, according to the totals of the period from January to April of 2006 statistics 
notes: industrial recession (volume of production decreased by 5.9%, including food 
production – by 14%, winemaking – by 28%; production of electric power, machinery, 
furniture and clothes), as well as drop in transportation activity – transportation 
volume decreased by 21.6%. It is not excluded that, the totals of the first half of the 
year will evidence the failure of GDP growth rate, troubled tax proceeds from 
economic units to the state budget and weakening demand for bank credit resources. 
In the meantime, Moldova’s National bank urged all participants in the money market 
to refrain from speculations that would weaken rate of exchange of the national 
currency, believing that growing instability of the Moldovan lei and money market 
rush were unfounded and mainly caused by “wrongful and provocative publications 
of a series of mass communication media”.  
Nothing unexpected happened however. Moldova’s economic security has been 
constantly vulnerable since 1990. Due to the post-soviet inertia, its economy was 
bound to one country – friendly Russia as regards both import (24 – 30%) and export 
(51 – 60% in some years), which, according to theory and international practice, 
imposed risk. And this was exactly what experts from the UN and Leah Balcerowicz 
Center (CASE, Poland) talked about quite definitely while assessing consequences of 
the Russian financial crisis of 1998 for Moldovan economy (see www.cisr-md.org for 
analyses of 1998/1999). The actions of structural nature that the Moldovan 
government had to implement step by step were also mentioned: improvement of 
investment and business climate, expansion of export base, diversification of export 
outlets, search for alternative sources of energy, public administration reform, and, of 
course, overcoming the country’s split – settlement of the “Transnistria” problem.  
All of these are structural reforms, at the importance of which IMF and World Bank 
were – as well as the European Union is now – pointing. We agreed with them, but 
were constantly tardy with our actions. We changed much and imitated some. But 
now, after the actions of A. Miller and G. Onischenko, we will have to restructure the 
economy to save ourselves in an emergency mode of operation.  
We could hope to receive help “from the other direction” of course. And it has been 
already granted as a support of Moldova’s new, pro-European course: IMF resumed 
relations with Moldova (broken in summer of 2002), Paris Club of Creditors 
restructured our debts on-the-fly; financial support of the Moldovan state budget by 
World Bank and EU’s bodies is quite prospective. In addition, regional neighbors 
granted the Republic of Moldova so long-awaited status of a full member of the Pact 
for Stability in South-East Europe.   
At that, though, the Moldova’s prospect of becoming an associated EU member is – 
as before – very obscure. But the forthcoming accession of the neighboring Romania 
to the EU will create for Moldovan economic units and citizens some disillusioning 
realities.  
Nevertheless, the A. Miller – G. Onischenko action will do us good. First, everyone 
finally understood how hard the reality of independent existence of the Republic of 
Moldova was, and what the price of freedom was – a possibility to choose political 
destiny independently.  
Second, it became clear how topical the task to modernize the economy was – 
restructuring industry, reviving agriculture, innovations and new technologies, export 
base expansion, energy savings,  resting upon small and medium enterprises (as they 
are more flexible and less power-input-based), liberation of banking sector, 
involvement of regional initiatives oriented at self-government.  
But all this depends – which is third – on quality of governance, decentralization and 
rejection of authoritarianism that we are so accustomed to since soviet times, whose 
resources, though, have been already exhausted over 15 years of transformation of the 
country, economy and society (including the attempts to settle the issue of 
Transnistria, whose population and economic units should finally see some 
constructive signals that their interests – economic, social and spiritual – are taken 
into account).  
But the main profit of the “lesson of Russian” given by russianized A. Miller and G. 
Onischenko is in shock therapy: Moldova and its population were suddenly given a 
strict psychological directive – to leave behind the soviet way of behavior, which we 
adhered to during the post-soviet times for so long. And it would be a mistake to 
demonize the sanitary inspector G. Onischenko and gas-man A. Miller, recall the 
Tyutchev’s “Russia is baffling to the mind…» and so on. Russia has been, is and will 
certainly continue to be present in our country in both economic and spiritual regards. 
And Russia always showed interest in this land. 
 
 
External Trade As An Art 
by Galina Şelari 
Information of the National Bureau of Statistics on Moldova’s foreign economic 
activity during January – April 2006 has reminded again that economic and social 
stability of the country depend to a considerable degree on agricultural sector – more 
than a half of Moldovan citizens live in rural areas, about 50% of working population 
is employed in agriculture and related branches of industry, while branches processing 
agricultural products produce more than 50% of industrial output. And, finally, it is 
these goods that make up more than ⅔ of Moldova’s export. This is our reality, which 
we have to take as a determinant and, consequently, keep track of and foresee 
problems ahead of time.   
So, over the four months of the current year, for the first time during the “economic 
growth stage”, country’s export dropped by 10%, mainly due to a sharp drop in 
exports as regards virtually all main items of agricultural export: cattle-breeding (-
22.9%), plant cultivation (-15%), foodstuffs and beverages (-13.2). At that, of course, 
attention is being focused at the main item of Moldovan export – wine products, 
which dropped by 11% (increased by +11% in previous year).   
At that, stable growth of imports continues. The causes are understandable: 6-year 
economic growth and still increasing remittances from Moldovan citizens working 
abroad. Yet further steady raising of Moldova’s export was hampered by the 
interdiction of import and sale of Moldovan wines, fruits and vegetables in Russia. As 
the Minister of Economy and Trade put it, the current situation is just “a technical 
misunderstanding” with a certain political “dressing”. But as a matter of fact, real 
technical problems concerning export of fruits and vegetables, as well as the “wine 
issue”, have already been current for a year.  
A technical problem is not a problem that is easy to solve. WTO stipulates for special 
procedures and mechanisms meant to settle “technical disputes”. And their settlement, 
as practice witnesses, is not swift. But Russia is not a member of WTO yet, and we 
cannot use these, even though they are “long-playing”, procedures. But there is 
another specific international organization – International Organization of Vine and 
Wine (OIV). Its main goal is to develop the branch in the interests of member-states, 
as well as to ensure conformity of analysis methods with current international 
standards recognized by OIV, but, for some reason, it was only May 2006, when it 
came to our mind and we applied for mediation in settlement of our technical 
disagreements with Russian partners. And, according to specialists, absence from 
market for a month threatens with a another loss of 10% of Moldova’s share.  
Moldovan agrarians are now seriously worried about the problem what to do with the 
harvest, including grapes, who to sell it to, rather than how to grow it. And the news 
that prices for gasoline and diesel oil are growing again does not add to their 
optimism.  
Of course, we cannot but agree with the Minister of Economy that marketing outlets 
have to be diversified, “since it is an elementary requirement from the point of view 
of economic security and worldly wisdom”, and the situation is indeed economically 
insecure, when about ⅓ of all exported goods and ⅔ of goods included in the main 
commodity group are oriented at market of a single country – Russia. And we could 
fight trade deficit with investments – “we should invest not only in production and 
development of technologies, but in promotion of goods in other markets as well”.  
But it is not understandable why is diversification of marketing outlets linked with 
reduction of presence in the traditional, won with difficulty and very capacious 
Russia’s market? At that, we forget that gaining new markets, as well as penetration 
to other markets segments, is troublesome, slow and expensive. The more so as the 
situation in the world wine market is not simple at all.  
Consumption of wine grows in the world, as compared to other beverages, according 
to data of the information-analytical company Cyclope. Advance of the New World’s 
producers (USA, Argentina, Chili, as well as Australia, New Zealand and South 
Africa) has slowed down and European wine-makers, especially in France, started 
winning back positions abandoned during the 90’s. at that time, export of Californian, 
Chilean, Argentinean wines increased more than four times, while Australian – 12 
times. And it is presupposed that competition between different producers will grow 
in the nearest future, especially for Chinese and American markets, and it is hard to 
say who will win this fight. Let us specifically mention the conclusion that world 
wine-makers assess Russian market as one of most promising: since 2000, per capita 
wine consumption increased in Russia 2.8 times (up to 7 liters a year). Which is not a 
limit: improvement of welfare in the country can lead to that consumption of strong 
drinks can decrease. And consumption of wine can increase proportionally.  
By the way, expansion of sale of French wines was achieved mostly due to the 
increased sales in Russia. But China, from the wine-makers’ point of view, is just “a 
virgin soil”: per capita consumption of wine is only 0.27 liters here; it is very hard to 
penetrate and gain a foothold in the Chinese win market, considering its semi-closed 
market and tensed competition. It is also obvious that considerable expansion of the 
presence of Moldovan wines in the EU countries is quite unlikely: according to 
estimates of World Bank experts, share of goods exported by Moldova to European 
Union and not covered by preferential conditions does not reach 2%, and alcoholic 
beverages are not included in GSP scheme. While competing with the leading wine-
makers on their own territory “under common conditions” is very difficult for us yet. 
Moreover, EU countries have many problems, even though different from this, of 
their own.  
The news that there is overproduction of wine in Europe came as a surprise for many 
in Moldova. On June 7, Committee on Wine Market Regulation under the European 
Commission made decision on urgent distillation of wine in France and Italy. It is 
presupposed that 3 mil hectoliters of French wine (including 1.5 mil of high-quality 
wine) and 2.6 mil hectoliters if Italian wine (including 100 thou of high-quality wine) 
will be processed. € 131 mil will be allocated from the EU budget for these goals. At 
that, applications for distillation received from Spain and Greece are not considered 
yet. Crude alcohol obtained from distillation can be used only for technical needs or 
as bio fuel.  
Commenting on beginning of the “wine distillation campaign”, Commissioner on 
Agriculture and Agricultural Development, Mariann Fischer Boel noted that technical 
distillation begins to be a usual and depressive instrument of wine market regulation 
in EU: producers are supported, but the key problem is not solved – too much wine is 
produced in Europe and it cannot find marketing outlets.  
Therefore, in opinion of the European Commission’s commissioner, wine sector has 
to be reformed; and some guidelines have already been set: 
·        To increase competitiveness and improve quality of wines (“wines from EU 
countries are the best in the world”), to restore traditional and penetrate new 
markets both inside and outside EU; 
·        To create a system of transparent and strict market mechanisms ensuring 
balance of demand and supply in the wine market; 
·        To create conditions for preservation of the best wine-making traditions in 
EU and improve social and natural environment in rural areas.  
EU decided to act energetically: proposals on amendments to legislation are to be 
presented by the end of 2006. This is also a guideline for Moldova, if it wants to both 
make wine and sell it. 
 
Gagauzia: The Region of Development 
by Galina Şelari 
At the beginning of September the Government examined and established the “tasks” 
concerning one of the most discussed issues of its Programme – “the two magical 
threes”: 300 thou new labour places and the country average wage of 300 USD. 
Common interest to both problem per se and the variants of its solution is 
understandable and explicable since it concerns each of us who live in Moldova. The 
question of all questions though is the same as it was almost two years ago – is this 
possible? The Government answered through its corresponding decision followed, 
further on, by comments of experts, journalists and the electorate.  
In the meantime, the Government answered once again to the above mentioned 
question through approval of the draft law on regional development perhaps without 
even knowing it. After all, it is the country’s regions combining its natural, 
demographic and production resources, settlements, infrastructure, that form the 
natural basis of sustainable development, which means that the actions to support 
regional development undertaken in the “legal basis – structures – processes” system 
should ensure higher effectiveness of the country’s economy as a whole through 
expansion of economic growth and, more important, of its results away from the 
centre (Chisinau first of all) towards the regions.  
NB: regions of development superimpose on the existing administrative-territorial 
structure, while keeping the historically established division into sub-regions: North, 
Centre, Chisinau, South-East in the prospect, South and ATU Gagauzia.   
Among all future regions of development only two exist today in reality: Chisinau, 
where economic life is concentrated and accrues, and Gagauzia, of which is much less 
known. The “rest” of Moldova is rarely discussed at all.  
Moreover, at the first place Gagauzia is taken as political category, and just this 
feature is usually discussed and such debates go even more active now spread from 
the autonomy to the centre.  
At the same time, economic peculiarity of the region is obvious. Unlike other 
administrative-territorial units whose number and border are flexible and are set 
starting from the specific tasks of state management, Gagauzia – as an autonomous 
territorial formation – enjoys the special treatment and differs through a considerable 
advantage: its territorial “stability” initially rests upon the results of the referendum of 
1995, which means that, considering the expanded powers and increased 
responsibility, real (in its European meaning) regional development is possible here.   
Given the “scarceness” of information let us try to answer the question put at the 
beginning – is it possible in Gagauzia, for instance?   
Let us remember, that the first Programme of socio-economic development of 
Gagauzia (Gagauz-Eri) approved by the People’s Assembly of Gagauzia in April of 
1997, established priorities and indicators of development for 1996-2000. But it 
appears that the initial lack of coordination of goals and their financial backing, 
aggravated by the force majeur of 1998, affected the implementation so much that its 
outcome still waits to be given publicity.  
Later, in 2001 an attempt was undertaken (the first in the history of the independent 
Moldova!) to elaborate the Regional programme of development of Gagauz-Eri. It 
was planned that that programme would set priorities and mechanisms of ensuring 
sustainable human development in Gagauzia, as the region of the Republic of 
Moldova, till 2003, with its further development till 2005 and even 2020. At that, 
most importantly, the emphasis during setting goals and priorities was done on local 
conditions and resources, taking into account the capacities of the state as a whole. 
Unfortunately, the work “ended” just with the assessment of the initial basis, 
advantages, potential and factors of the region’s development, as well as eventual 
risks[1] were analyzed, but elaboration of the concept of sustainable development of 
the region and the programme per se never started.  
So, Gagauzia today. First, about the most important – the people. Noteworthy is that 
the natural habitat of concentration of the Gagauz population has been almost the 
same during the modern history – and mainly coincides with the data of the censuses 
of Bessarabian population of 1897 and 1907, but compared to that data the region’s 
population grew three times as much.   
Truth to tell, comparison with the census of 1989 is not so optimistic: the population 
reduced, but nevertheless twice as little as in Moldova as a whole. The share of the 
capable population has abruptly increased (64%), while traditionally, due to high 
“children’s quote” it was 45-50%. Here, at least two problems are beginning to 
emerge. First, employment today is not a comforting answer; the number of those 
employed dropped by 17% during the last 5 years (in Moldova, on average – by 5%). 
At that, average wage is 25% lower the average in Moldova and less by half (!) as 
compared to the capital. Apparently, this is the reason cca 20 thou persons (according 
to official estimates) have left their homes in search of better life abroad. Second, who 
will be able to work tomorrow, but it is today when we have to start thinking about it 
(which is also the task of the regional policy).   
The direction of the search: structural shifts in the real sector of economy, 
encouragement of entrepreneurship, attraction of internal and external investments.  
By the way, as for the investment legislation, Gagauzia has some positive experience 
of its own. Under the Law on Investments and Investment Activity of ATU Gagauzia, 
starting from 2001 all agents of the investment activity enjoy benefits provided by the 
legislation of Moldova and extra benefits – under the local law. In the Republic of 
Moldova, it was only 2004 when foreign and domestic investors were afforded equal 
treatment. It seems that transport and geographical closeness to the countries of the 
Danube-Balkans region and the Black Sea basin, traditional close cultural and 
economic ties with them, together with traditional enterprise of the population and 
acceptable legislation have attracted investors to the region, both domestic and foreign. 
Noteworthy is that the structure of Gagauz investments from the point of view of 
property differs from the country average – about 50% investments are of foreign or 
“mixed” origin (in Moldova as a whole – about 30%).  
In 2001, Turkish holding “Asena-Textil” has commenced its operation. Having started 
in Ciadir-Lunga, it currently operates in two more settlements, which means real jobs 
and wages.  
It was more than 10 years ago when the American company “Redeco” started 
extracting petroleum in Valeni village, and this summer petroleum will began to be 
processed by the first Moldovan refinery (owner “AS Petrol Moldova”): 70 work 
places have been already created, and 100 more are in the offing.  
Still exists and tries to develop FEZ “Production Park “Valacanes”. As of the end of 
2005, 15 residents are registered there (there were 16 in 2004), but unfortunately more 
than a half of them does not operate in reality (reserve!), and work places are still 
obviously little – slightly more than 400. Production of elite wines is the main activity. 
As regards equipment, laboratory instrument of control and analysis the enterprise 
(DK Intertrade SRL, Russia) is one of the leading in Moldova. It is assumed that FEZ 
production range will become more varied: there were registered new residents 
planning to produce dried fruits and wool. The present companies will also broaden 
their activity – “Metalgazcon SRL” is going to produce walnut oil (plus no less than 
60 work places).  
But there are enough problems in Gagauzia as well. And the relations with the centre 
is the most evident. There is a lot to think about in the context of the state regional 
policy currently formed by the Government, especially as regards financial, economic 
and organizational mechanisms of its implementation. And today, mutual reproaches 
can be periodically heard concerning inter-budget relations. The centre is displeased 
with discrepancies in legislation, Gagauzia – with the amount of transfers. Despite the 
changes undertaken at the legislative, including the constitutional, level, the 
compromise is still to be found. Unfortunately, the reality of Moldova is that these 
legally established rights are not fully backed by own resources yet. One may surmise 
that once regions of development are created these problems can acquire a new 
characteristic – the necessity to reach judicious compromise between the intraregional 
community, including local administrations.  
Regional policy has to stop being associated mainly with distribution of resources 
granted by the centre. Only in this case growth driven by regions is possible in 
Moldova – activization of the economy in the regions, improvement of living 
standards, and the social stability as the result.  
 
  
  
[1] Regional programme Gagauz-Eri: Analysis of the Initial Basis, link  
 
 
